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PART ONE In troduc tion and overview
The "Holiday Season" is defined in different ways around the world. Depending 

upon where you live, it can include "Black Friday", "Cyber Monday", "Boxing 

Day", "Three King's Day" or "Hanukkah". But across the planet, one thing is 

certain – the period from November through to January is literally make or 

break for retailers. In some categories, holiday trading can represent 60% of 

sales and 80% of profitability. So it's critical to get it right. 
Enter "Holiday Wrap". With the help of WPP agencies around the world, we 

wanted to get a snapshot of the 2013/2014 holiday season – which retailers 

(and which strategies) were successful, which merchants stumbled (and 

why), and then deduce what we could learn from it all. In so doing, we hoped 

to gather and present a useful reference source to aid our family of agencies 

in planning a winning holiday season for their clients this coming year.

We were overwhelmed with the amount of material sent to us via all forms 

of media – Twitter, Facebook, email – from all corners of the globe. Over 

the last two months we have sifted through the comments, commercials, 

PowerPoint decks and press articles to wrap up our findings of the season. 

Thanks so much to everyone who took the time to contribute. That's the power 

of our network in action. Special thanks must go to Mary-Alice Kennedy and 

her team at Y&R Global Intelligence in New York for sheer enthusiasm and 

weight of material, and to Laura Martin at IdeaWorks in Sydney for managing 

the process.
So…enjoy, and Happy Holidays 2014/15!Curators, The Holiday Wrap Jon Bird  

David Roth 

IdeaWorks/Y&R Labstore  

CEO, The Store WPP, EMEA & Asia
March 2014
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PART ONE

How to use 'Holiday Wrap'
We have curated this wrap to help 

you navigate and review the 2013/4 

holiday session and gain insight to help 

preparations for holiday 2014/5.

There are several parts to the Wrap to 

ensure you gain access to the incredible 

material sent to us from your colleagues 

across the WPP world. 

We urge you to explore all of them 

especially the country specific data and 

presentations, as they contain invaluable 

insights and stimulus that will help you 

and your clients.

So here they are…

SUMMARY WRAP

This is the interactive document you are 

reading now. It summarises and gives our 

perspective. But it simply can’t include 

all the material so we have created other 

strands that give you more.

PICTURES GALLERY

We were sent many picture from 

across the world of different aspects 

of the Retail Holidays. In retail a picture 

really does paint a thousand words so 

we wanted you all to get access to all 

images. We have created a SmugMug 

picture gallery organised by category  

for you to explore and download.  

www.wppholidaywrap.smugmug.com   

WEB FLIP BOOK

Country specific compilations of all the 

material received including powerpoints, 

pictures and press cuttings. Transformed 

into a web based flip book. Go to 

www.thestorewpp.tv/holidaywrap and 

click on the country flip book icon and 

flip away.

DOWNLOADABLE PDF

Downloadable version of the country 

specific flip book. www.thestorewpp.tv/

holidaywrap and click on the country  

pdf icon.

VIDEOS
Collated onto one YouTube channel the 

videos referred to in the summary Wrap 

and ones that did not make it but are still 

a 'must see'.

Go to: 
http://www.youtube.com/

channel/UC1X3uWtnGm8D_

UpJ2fFb_3Q?feature=watch

THE WHOLE NINE YARDS

All the country specific material including 

pictures, videos and a lot more. It’s 

contained in country specific pdf 

portfolios. Go to www.thestorewpp.tv/

holidaywrap and click on the country 

portfolio icon. Some of these files are 

gigantic so click to download and go get 

a coffee. For the best experience open 

the PDF Portfolio in Acrobat X or Adobe 

Reader X or later. You can get it from 

here. https://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/

Enjoy…

Country-specific 

resource cen treIntro text here....

‘Flip’ book

Book PDF

Photographs

Portfolio of 
reference material

Argentina

Australia

Brazil

Canada

Chile

Czech  
Republic

Ecuador

France

Germany

Greece

Israel

India

Italy

Japan

New  
Zealand

Peru

Portugal

Russia

Spain

Thailand

Turkey

UAE

UK

Uruguay

USA

Singapore

South  
Africa

http://thestorewpp.tv/holidaywrap
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PART ONE

Special thanks to Laura 

Martin and the team at 

IdeaWorks, Sydney for 

managing Holiday Wrap

We invited contributions from WPP agencies 

around the world in November 2013 – via 

#holidaywrap2013 on social media, and 

also through traditional email. That was the 

easy bit (from our point of view anyway 

– ask and ye shall receive)! The hard part 

was making sense of it all. Laura Martin 

at IdeaWorks in Sydney sorted, sifted and 

selected the information as a first run. We 

then had a session at Y&R in New York City 

in January 2014 with Gwen Morrison from 

WPP The Store in Chicago, plus Mary Alice 

Kennedy and Hillary Steinberg from Y&R 

Global Intelligence and Jack Hanrahan from 

Westfield Retailer Relations. We compared 

notes and developed some initial findings. 

The next couple of months has been about 

testing these, gathering retailers’ results, and 

then compiling this presentation.

How we wen t 
about it...
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PART ONE

The Kantar Mobile App is a mobile 
data collection platform used by 
Kantar companies to enhance the 
market research experience for 
people. The App makes completing 
surveys easy and convenient for 
people allowing Kantar companies 
to gather consumer insight through 
mobile capabilities in the best possible 
way for users, ultimately helping 
organisation to make better decisions.

Kan tar Mobile

To find out more about how Kantar’s  
mobile capabilities could help you contact 
mobile@kantar.com

Thanks to Kantar Mobile who created a 

sensational App for us to help capture the 

best of retail when on the move.

Practising what we preach about the 

importance of mobile, all WPP colleagues 

around the world had access to the Kantar 

Mobile data collection app. Used thousands 

of times right across the world this made 

it simple, quick and instant for images 

captured whilst on the move and in stores 

to be categorised and transferred directly to 

Wrap HQ.

Thank you…

The 'Wrap' 
had an app
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A 3-D HOLIDAY SEASON
DISCOUNTING. DIGITAL.  
AND DOING IT DIFFERENTLY

These were the hallmarks of the holiday season just gone right around the world.

Particularly in mature markets, discounting was rife. As Time Magazine put it so eloquently,  
"40% Off? Meh." They went on to quote retail strategist Alison Jatlow Levy, who said: ‘the deal is  
not so special anymore. The deal has become the norm. And if the deal is the norm…it actually just  
trains the consumer to never buy at full price.’ The days of retailers making full margin in the lead-up to  
significant holidays is gone. In our parts of the world (Australia and UK), shop windows were awash in sale signs,  
just like the rest of the year. 

And if discounting was prevalent, digital was ubiquitous. If you didn’t have a mobile-enabled website, app, Pinterest-powered online 
store and Click & Collect offer, you weren’t in the race. This was the season where an online strategy was not a nice-to-have, but a 
must-have. The best of the best executed it with military precision. 

The third ‘D’ though was the one that separated the great from the merely good. Those retailers and brands doing it differently 
through the holiday season were rewarded with a disproportionate amount of attention, which more often than not turned into sales. 
Cases in point included Harvey Nichols enjoying a bumper Christmas with their irreverent ‘Sorry I spent it on myself’ campaign, and 
Westjet with their inspired ‘Live Gifting’ viral video which attracted 35 million hits.

And next holiday season? On our wish-list is less discounting and digital for digital’s sake (it needs to be integrated and invisible), and 
for the sake of both shoppers and retailers, a lot more difference.

Jon Bird  David Roth  
IdeaWorks/Y&R Labstore CEO, The Store WPP, EMEA and Asia 

Holiday Observations

"40% Off? Meh"

"40% Off? Meh"
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PART TWO

50 of the best...from traditional TV 

commercials to the weird and wonderful.

On the following pages, you’ll find a shortlist of our Holiday Highlights. 

While it’s headlined “50 of the Best”, the term “best” is incredibly 

subjective. What is “best” – best in terms of shifting product or shifting 

brand perceptions for instance? (Probably during the holidays, the 

former!) Anyway, we’ve judged the following to be our best, or the ones 

we just liked! And if you’d like to make your own judgments (or just explore 

more of what went on during the holidays, which we really encourage you 

to do as there's loads more stimulus available) you’ll find the long list online 

at our various Holiday Wrap resource centres we've created for you.

Here’s how we’ve categorized our shortlist of “50 of the Best”:

10 of the Best TV Commercials

10 of the Best Uses of Digital (and one ‘Odd Spot’)

5 of the Best Promotions

5 of the Best Windows (and one great global window)

5 of the Best Displays

5 of the Best Pop Ups

5 of the Best Shopping Days (and a relatively recent addition)

5 Weird and Wonderful

Holiday highlights wppholidaywrap.smugmug.com

http://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC1X3uWtnGm8D_UpJ2fFb_3Q

http://thestorewpp.tv/holidaywrap

'Click to Play'This report is stuffed full of 

commercials, interactive promos, 

videos and links. Wherever you see  

the hand, simply 'Click to Play'!
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1. UK Harvey Nichols  
'Sorry, I Spent it on Myself'
The Oxford Dictionary’s word of the 
year for 2013 was ‘selfie’, and this 
commercial is ‘on-trend’ for Harvey 
Nicks as a tribute to the self-obsessed 
Christmas shopper. It’s highly original, 
and it scores points too for the way 
Harvey Nichols carried this idea 
through every retail touchpoint.

2. USA Kmart   
'Show your Joe'
This only made our ‘10 of the 
Best’ for buzz, not necessarily for 
creativity or taste! In the wake of 
Kmart’s infamous ‘Ship Your Pants’ 
TVC which went viral, another love-
it-or-hate-it Christmas commercial 
for Joe Boxer men’s underwear.

3. Australia Aldi    
'Surfin’ Santas'
Nice to see the Aussies doing 
something uniquely Southern 
Hemisphere – not a snowflake in 
sight! Very nice campaign all round.

4. UK John Lewis     
'The Bear and the Hare'
For many people, this was the TV 
commercial of the season. It was 
a blockbuster in every sense of 
the word – US$1.6 million to make, 
2 minutes in length, 12.5 million 
YouTube views as we went to press. 
And again, nice tie-up in store with 
the characters in the commercial 
available for sale (plus the old-
fashioned alarm clock). But for us, 
it wasn’t up there with the greatest 
John Lewis ‘event’ Christmas spots.

1

3

4

2

10 of the best  

TV comm
ercial

s

UK Harvey Nichols

Australia Aldi

UK John Lewis

USA Kmart
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5. USA Kmart  
'Holidays Sneak Up On You'
OK, so we have two Kmart 
commercials in our '10 of the Best', 
but this one is here because it was 
the very first holiday TVC, airing on 
September 9th, over 100 days before 
Christmas! ‘Going early’ was a very 
big trend for the last holiday season, 
and we expect it to continue in 2014.

6. USA Target   
'My Kind of Holiday'
Target in the US had a disappointing 
holiday season, sales-wise, but a lot 
of that may be down to one of the 
biggest data breaches in history in 
December, when 40 million Target 
customer accounts were hacked 
and a loss of trust led to a drop in 
traffic. Nevertheless, their ‘My Kind 
of Holiday’ campaign, which kicked 
off ahead of Thanksgiving, was well 
thought through and executed.

7. UK Marks & Spencer    
'Magic & Sparkle Christmas'
More of a film than an ad. A 
celebrity-driven blockbuster 
Christmas fairytale featuring an 
all-British cast of Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley, David Gandy and Helena 
Bonham Carter. Best Buy in the 
US also leveraged star-power in its 
holiday campaign.

8. Czech Republic O2      
'Transformer'
This is intended to be a global 
holiday wrap, so this is a nice spot 
for O2 in the Czech Republic. 
Nice cross-promotional idea too.

9. South Africa Vodacom      
'Give a Happy'
This was definitely a mobile-
driven holiday season, and this 
commercial from South Africa’s 
Vodacom takes this thought 
further with their ‘Give a Gift,  
Give a Happy’ promotion.

10. UK Sainsbury’s       
'The Moments'
This was billed as a trailer for a 
full-length movie, the footage of 
which was shot last Christmas. 
Very real, very touching and funny 
too. Not as big a blockbuster 
as John Lewis (1 million hits on 
YouTube versus JL’s 12.5 million, 
but well worth a watch).

10 of the best  

TV commercials

5

7

9

6

8

10

USA Kmart

UK Marks & Spencer

South Africa Vodacom

USA Target

Czech Republic O2

UK Sainsbury's
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1. Canada WestJet Airlines  
'Live Gifting'
Has to be #1. This is one of 
the best viral videos ever with 
over 35 million views as we 
went to press.

2. USA Target    
'Awesome Shop'
A very clever tie-in to Pinterest, 
assembled in just two weeks 
by Target’s in-house Rapid 
Acceleration Team. The online 
shop assembles the most-
pinned items on Pinterest, 
allows you to sort by category, 
and then drill down and buy a 
particular product.

3. USA Coca-Cola     
'Coke Zero Sweater Generator'
As America’s Ad Age wrote, it was time to ‘Get 
Your Granny On’, and design a kitschy Christmas 
sweater online courtesy of Coke Zero. The 100 with 
the most votes by December 1st were handcrafted 
and sent to their creators in time for the holiday.

4. UK (and global) Topshop     
'Dear Pinterest'
Another Pinterest-powered campaign for 
Christmas. Topshop used Pinterest to power an 
interactive online gift guide. They then brought it 
to life in store, attaching oversized tags to in-store 
merchandise that had been pinned the most, and 
installing giant touchscreens in Topshop’s New 
York and London flagships that allowed shoppers 
to pin, share and shop from a gift list on the spot.

10 of 
the best  
uses of 
digital

3

2

1 Canada WestJet Airlines

4 UK (and global) Topshop

www.sweatergenerator.com

awesomeshop.target.com
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5. USA eBay   
'Touchscreen Storefronts'
eBay set up digital storefronts in the Westfield San 
Francisco Center Mall for Rebecca Minkokk, Toms 
and Sony, allowing shoppers to literally window shop. 
Customers just needed to touch the screen and start 
browsing, then complete the order via PayPal on their 
mobile device. Products could be delivered to home 
for free, or picked up in the mall.

6. USA Uber    
'Christmas Trees on Demand'
Uber is the US-based company that provides up-scale 
vehicles for hire via a mobile app. On December 5th, 
Uber offered the option (in association with Home 
Depot) of getting a Christmas tree delivered along 
with a gift for US$135 all-up.

7. UK (and global) Ted Baker    
'Merry Kissmas'
To celebrate the season, Ted Baker asked customers to 
‘pucker up and give the nearest person a big kiss’, then 
tweet or Instagram to #KissTed. The prize was a trip 
to Abu Dhabi on Etihad, plus fame with the favourites 
displayed in Ted’s 5th Avenue New York window.

8. USA American Express and Amazon        
'$25 credit'
Over the last two years, Amex has perfected its 
syncing technology, which allows cardholders to 
synchronize cards to social-media platforms and 
get discounts with participating brands. Ahead of 
Cyber Monday in the US, their offer with Amazon of 
a $25 credit on a $75 purchase became their most 
popular syncing deal ever, redeemed by hundreds of 
thousands of users in two days.

10 of the best  

uses of digital
5 USA eBay
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9. US Target       
Mobile App
Target US deserves to be listed 
twice in our 10 Digital ‘Best 
Of’. They called their holiday 
campaign “the most digitally 
enabled” in the company’s 
history”. Built around the 
hashtag #MyKindOfHoliday, 
Target’s marketing efforts 
revolved around a mobile app. 
Aside from functionality like 
store-finding and offers, it 
included a game that involved 
building a virtual Christmas tree, 
with app users rewarded every 
time they completed actions like 
adding ornaments to the tree, 
or inviting friends to participate.

10. USA Gilt.com        
'Mobile Week'
We’ve got ‘Black 
Friday’, ‘Cyber 
Monday’, ‘Giving 
Tuesday’, so why 
not a themed 
promotional week? 
Gilt.com launched 
a whole week of 
mobile-only offers 
(one per day) 
between December 
25th and 29th.

10 of the best  

uses of digital

And one  ‘Odd Spo t’
US Best Buy       #VineinLine 

Like Boxing Day in Commonwealth countries, 
Black Friday in the US is traditionally the time 
for doorbuster bargains – offers so good that 
customers will even camp out to get in first. 
Best Buy leveraged this by inviting customers 
to post 6 second videos on Vine of their ‘in 
line’ experiences. But is it really a great idea 
to highlight and celebrate queuing? 
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PART TWO

This was one of the most discount-

driven holiday periods in living memory, 

certainly in mature markets. Once 

upon a time, retailers in places like the 

UK and Australia held on until post-

Christmas to discount. Nowadays, they 

are offering sale prices much earlier 

in the season, and discounting much 

harder. 70% off is the new 50% off, and 

many customers won’t even respond to 

40% off anymore. As a headline in USA 

Today read “Shoppers say ho-hum to 

discounts’. So, if nothing else, our ‘5 of 

the Best’ are about encouraging all of 

us to think beyond percentage off as a 

way to stimulate sales.

5 of the best  
promo tions
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1. USA Kohl's  
'Dream Receipt'
US mid-market department store 
Kohl’s gave away millions of dollars 
in ‘dream receipts’ over the holidays. 
Over 1,100 Kohl’s customers were 
chosen at random each day to have 
the purchases on their receipts 
picked up by Kohl’s. 

2. UK Selfridges   
'Elfridges'
Holiday promotions don’t have to 
mean discounts (although as we 
noted we saw plenty of those). Part 
of UK department store Selfridges’ 
Christmas promotion was a team of 
‘Elfridges’ stationed in their Christmas 
Emporium, purely to help customers 
find their perfect gift…and make the 
holiday shopping experience easier. 

5 of the best 

promo tions

1

2

USA Kohl's

UK Selfridges
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3. USA American Express    
'Small Business Saturday'
This could have just as easily been listed on our ‘5 
of the Best Of Shopping Days’. On the fourth annual 
‘Small Business Saturday’ in the US, American 
Express incentivised members who registered their 
cards to a one-time $10 statement credit when 
they made a purchase from a small business on 
November 30. US$5.7 billion in additional sales 
were attributed to Small Business Saturday.

4. USA Patagonia     
Anti-Black Friday ‘Worn Wear’ 
As a brand statement on Black Friday, US outdoor 
clothing brand Patagonia urged shoppers to keep 
and repair their old clothes. Patagonia created a 
short film celebrating the stories behind ‘Worn 
Wear’, which was shown at selected Patagonia 
stores (see the teaser above). They also sold a 
$30 ‘Expedition Sewing Kit’ for shoppers who 
wanted to repair their old Patagonia gear.

5. Israel Mastercard      
‘Festigal’ 
In Israel, one of the biggest holiday promotional 
times is Hanukkah (or the Festival of the 
Lights), an 8 Day Jewish holiday which this 
year coincided with the US celebration of 
Thanksgiving. Children are on vacation for a 
week, and one of the largest family expenses 
is entertaining them, with families spending up 
to $400 on tickets to shows. So rather than 
mass discounts off products,  many retailers 
incentivise customers with offers on shows. 
Mastercard clients enjoyed a ticket to the 
‘festigal’ for 69 Israeli New Sheqel, which is 
about US$20. 

5 of the best 

promo tions

3 4USA American Express USA Patagonia
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Children look through the glass window of Macy’s in 1907.

In our opinion, New York and London are 
home to the best windows in the world 
during the holidays. This is a tradition that 
goes back to the late 1800’s, when the 
plate glass window was first introduced 
and large department store windows were 
made possible. In 1874, Macy’s created 
one of the first major holiday window 
displays with a collection of porcelain dolls 
from around the world and scenes from 
the book “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”. 
This past year, we once again saw some 
ingenious and brilliantly executed holiday 
windows on both sides of the Atlantic.

5 of the best  windows

PART TWO
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1. UK Harrods   
'Christmas Express'
Harrods created a fantasy train complete with  
carriages in the windows of its Knightsbridge store.

2. USA Bloomingdales    
'Shopping Around the World'
The famous Bloomingdales ‘Big Brown Bag’ placed into holiday  
shopping scenarios in iconic locations right around the world.

5 of the best  

windows

1 2UK Harrods USA Bloomingdales
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3. USA Bergdorf Goodman     
'Holidays on Ice'
Bergdorf Goodman don’t just dress windows, they 
are famous for creating art. The pictures don’t do it 
justice – but the theme was inspired by ice. 

4. UK Selfridges      
‘Oversized Christmas Gifts’ 
Big, simple and simply brilliant – a variety of oversized gifts dominated the windows at Selfridges.

5. USA Saks Fifth Avenue       
‘Yeti’ 
SO much more than a window display – a 3D 
Snowflake Spectacular, the American Ballet Theater 
performing on Fifth Avenue to unveil the windows, 
a level of interactivity with customers being able to 
‘throw’ snowflakes onto the windows via their phones, 
and an animated Yeti to boot!

5 of the best  
windows

Global Apple        

‘LED Snowflakes’ 

In stark contrast to the elaborate and 

somewhat traditional department store 

windows, Apple played it cool and 

stylish with LED snowflake displays.

And a grea t 
global window

3 5USA Bergdorf Goodman USA Saks
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1. Brazil Shopping Center Norte Sao Paulo      
'World’s Biggest Santa Claus'
The Shopping Center Norte received a certificate 
from the Guinness Book of World Records for the 
largest Santa Claus in the world – 20 meters (65 feet) 
high and about 14 tons (28,000 pounds) in weight. 
The construction cost about US$425,000 to build but 
more than paid for itself, attracting 5 million visitors to 
the mall.

2. Thailand Ferrero Rocher       
'Christmas Tree'
Ferrero Rocher is a brand which did a particularly 
good job (once again) during the holidays right 
around the world. These executions were spotted 
in Thailand and showed how the brand created 
an iconic Christmas tree constructed of Ferrero 
Rocher chocolates, and brought it life at every 
point in the path to purchase.

3. Ecuador Mi Comisariato        
'Christmas baskets'
Ecuadorian hypermarket Mi Comisariato built 
a promotion around deferred interest on credit 
card purchases. Part of the promotion featured a 
simple, but striking display of Christmas baskets 
in store, filled with goodies for the festive season.

5 of the best  

displays

3 Ecuador Mi Comisariato
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4. Russia GUM Department Store       
'Branded Trees'
Russian department store GUM is famous for 
its Christmas trees and this last season (as it 
has done for the past six holidays), it featured a 
display of 30 brand-sponsored Christmas trees.

5. Hong Kong Swarovski        
'Sparkling Christmas Tree'
Spanning three stories at Hong Kong airport, this tree generated plenty 
of photo ops. It also incorporated eCard kiosks, where travellers could 
customize a crystal background, take a photo and email to friends and family.

5 of the best  displays

5 Hong Kong Swarovski
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Go Big... 
or go home
UK Selfridges        
'Destination Christmas'
Selfridges certainly went big. Their 
“Destination Christmas” was a 
masterclass. From outside to inside. 
Every level of the store drew you up 
to the destination at the top of the 
store where Christmas was curated 
from gifts to decorations to elves…
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1. USA Uniqlo       
'Union Square NYC Subway'
Normally, the New York subway features 'platform' shops that sell newspapers/magazines/snacks and other transit 
essentials. 

During the 2013 holiday season, fashion retailer Uniqlo took a space in the subway, decked it out with icicles from 
the ceiling, featured flat screen TV’s showing alpine skiers, and sold Uniqlo’s ‘Heattech’ clothing.

As our New York contributing correspondent noted, it was smart to a) rent a cheaper, high-traffic spot for holidays 
and b) sell apparel meant for the cold in a cold space (the subway stations are not heated). 

2. US & Australia Etsy         
'New York and Sydney'
Etsy is an e-commerce website focused mainly on handmade or vintage items. This last holiday season, Etsy 
popped up in both New York City and Sydney. One of the primary reasons for the pop ups was to generate 
awareness for Etsy amongst shoppers who had never purchased from Etsy before. The store in New York 
welcomed 20,000 people in ten days and featured much more than just product – including workshops and 
performances by musicians and comedians. Nine guest curators, including Martha Stewart and Tani Gevinson 
selected items to line the wall as customers entered.

5 of the best  pop-ups
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3. USA Wired Magazine        
'New York'
This is a pop-up that has become a permanent fixture 
on the holiday calendar in New York. 2013 was the 
9th year that Wired magazine’s store has popped up, 
featuring electronics, rare objects d’art, apparel and 
accessories, musical instruments, kitchen gadgets, 
adventure gear and more. One of the featured pieces 
of electronics was a photon shower!

Pop Ups were everywhere for high tech brands in 
the holidays – including Google and Intel, as this link 
shows.

4. USA Google         
'Winter Wonderlab'
Opened at six locations across the US for the holidays 
(including a barge off San Francisco bay), Google’s 
Winter Wonderlab concept was intended to be an 
experience as much as a store. Besides browsing 
product and having their tricky tech questions 
answered by helpful Googlers, customers could enter 
a giant snowglobe and be filmed enjoying a slow 
motion snowball fight. 

5. Europe         
'Holiday Markets'
Modern retail thinks it invented the pop-up, but really 
pop-ups originated with markets, and have been 
happening for hundreds (if not thousands) of years. 
Holiday markets in European cities were an important 
part of the retail landscape again in 2013 – Berlin’s 
Lucia Weihnachtsmarkt, Brussels Christmas Market, 
Aix-en-Provence’s Marche de Noel, the Parisian 
festive market on the Champs Elysees…and the list 
goes on. 

5 of the best  

pop-ups

3 & 4 USA Wired Magazine and Google 
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1. USA (and Global)   
'Black Friday' the day  
after Thanksgiving Day
The traditional start of the holiday 
shopping season there, (supposedly) 
so named because it was the time 
when retailers went from being in 
the red to being in the black. In the 
‘good old days’, retailers started 
their sales early Friday morning. In 
recent times, the day has ‘grayed’, 
bleeding into Thanksgiving Day 
itself with Walmart for instance 
opening its stores at 6pm last year, 
and online retailers starting sales 
early. The sales period has also 
extended into a complete shopping 
weekend, culminating in ‘Cyber 
Monday’. Nevertheless, according 
to Chicago-based ShopperTrak, 
sales at brick-and-mortar stores in 
the US on Thanksgiving and Black 
Friday rose 2.3% to US$12.3 billion. 
Sales on Black Friday itself declined 
13.2% with foot traffic down 11.4%, 
due to the drift to the previous and 
subsequent days and online. Black 
Friday has become somewhat of 
a worldwide phenomenon in this 
global retail era, with versions of the 
day in 2013 in countries as far afield 
as Britain and Brazil. 

5 of the best 

holiday 

shopping days

1 USA Black Friday
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2. USA (and Global)   
'Cyber Monday'
Caps off the Thanksgiving shopping weekend in the US. The term was coined in 2005 and the day 
has gathered momentum over the ensuing years. In contrast to a Black Friday which was more a 
‘Gray Friday’, overall sales on Cyber Monday were up 19% on the previous year, and it was quite 
possibly the biggest online shopping day in history. Overall, almost 30% of the traffic came from 
mobile devices according to IBM. This holiday season, Cyber Monday turned into ‘Cyber Week’, with 
retailers offering deals that stretched well beyond the Monday. The Cyber Monday phenomenon 
has spread to other markets, sometimes under other guises, such as ‘Click Frenzy’ in Australia. 

5 of the best 
holiday shopping days
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3. USA   
'#Giving Tuesday'
Intended to be an antidote to the Thanksgiving weekend 
shopping frenzy, on this day people are supposed to ‘give back’ 
rather than ‘buy’. Invented as recently as 2012, the non-profit 
sector’s day of celebration saw donations up 90% for the 3,800 
charities taking part, with US$19.2 million raised, and the average 
donation of US$142.05 up from $101.60 the previous year.

5 of the best 

holiday 

shopping days
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4. China   
'Singles Day'
This is quite possibly the biggest day of 
the holiday sales season anywhere in the 
world. Singles Day is the 11th of November 
(11/11), and is a celebration specifically for 
single people, where gifts are exchanged. 
In 2013, US$5.75 billion was spent through 
Alibaba.com’s websites alone, with 402 
million unique visitors. The big winner on 
the day was Xiaomi Technology, which 
sold 110,000 phones in 3 minutes. Two 
million bras were also sold in one hour, 
which would be a pile three times the 
height of Mt Everest! A woman from 
Zhejiang bought a USD$3.37 million 
diamond. To put it all in perspective, sales 
on Singles Day in China through Alibaba.
com generated more than twice the sales 
of Cyber Monday as a whole in the US.

Alibaba.com’s Hangzhou headquarters on Singles Day

5 of the best 

holiday 

shopping days
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4. Britain, Canada, Australia   
'Boxing Day'
‘Boxing Day’ is traditionally the day 
following Christmas Day where in the 
days of old, servants and tradesmen 
would receive gifts, known as a 
“Christmas box” from their employers. 
Today it’s a holiday where retailers 
commence their post-Christmas sales, 
particularly in Britain, Canada and 
Australia. Down Under, it was a big 
success in 2013, with about US$1.8 
billion in sales being rung through the 
tills in one day, and sales up 5-6% on 
the previous year. In Britain too sales 
were strong, with US$5 billion sales in 
one day.

5 of the
 be

st 

holiday 

shopp
ing d
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USA   
'Free Shipping Day'
As the retail world shifts more online, ‘Free Shipping Day’ is increasing in importance. 
Created by an entrepreneur in 2008, it took place last year on Wednesday December 
18th, and was the last day for shoppers to order gifts online and have them sent – for free 
– by Christmas Eve. 750 retailers took part. 

And a rela tively recen t addition
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1. UK   
'The Santa Brand book'
‘Santa* is a Concept, not an idea. It’s an Emotion, 
not a feeling. Its both Yesterday and Today. And it’s 
Tomorrow as well.’ And so begins the Santa Brand 
Book AD 2013 that originated in the UK and did the 
rounds of the internet this past holiday season. On 
brand for the holidays!

5 weird and wonderful...

1 www.quietroom.co.uk/santa_brandbook/one
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2. USA Zappos 
'Baggage Carousel Wheel of Fortune'
Weird or Wonderful? You be the judge. Thanksgiving is a high-stress travel time in the US. So online 
retailer Zappos decided to inject some fun into the day, by turning a baggage carousel in a Houston 
airport into a lucky wheel. If you were a traveller on one of seven specific flights, you won a prize 
depending upon which slot your bag landed on. Prizes included Zappos gift certificates, North Face 
jackets, Ugg boots and a Kitchen-Aid mixer. 

5 weird and wonderful...
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3. USA Free Upcycled Furniture on 
'Bright Friday'
It was a holiday season of deep discounts, but you 
don’t get much deeper than free. In New York City, a 
French photographer and designer Gregoire Abrial 
left recycled furniture on the streets on Black Friday, 
each piece emblazoned with the word ‘free’. Abrial 
called it ‘Bright Friday’, as he wanted it to be an 
anti-Black Friday, anti-consumerist statement – the 
opposite of a day when people trample each other to 
buy new items.

5 weird and 

wonderful...
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4. Chile  Falabella 
'Singing Catalog'
This catalog from Chilean department store 
Falabella was given to their premium clients. What 
was special was that the catalog could play a 
Christmas song, created by Falabella, which invited 
parents to spend more time with their children. 

5. USA Netflix  
'Fireplace for your Home'
Billed as ‘a classic tale of logs and fire like you’ve 
never seen before’, this was a ‘movie’ trailer (and 
a ‘behind the scenes’ piece) to promote the 
US online video service’s channel which purely 
displays a crackling fire set to Christmas music. 
Definitely one to warm the heart!

5 weird
 an

d 

wonderf
ul...

5 5USA Netflix USA Netflix
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R	Starting holiday advertising 
early 

R	Customers buying lateR	DiscountingR	Price-matchingR	Digital everything R	Conscious consumption (or  
at least the promotion of it)

R	Layaway in the USR	Online salesR	Click & CollectR	Returns

S	Brick and mortar sales (unfortunately)

S	The middle of the market (retail polarizing)

S	Black Friday as a discrete shopping day  

(more ‘Grey Friday’)

S	Online fulfilment late in the season

S	40% off (it’s not enough to spur buyers into action)

Trending up

Trending down

PART THREE
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PART THREE

Results
Space does not permit us detailing results in every single country. 

So what we've done is listed the key outcomes for 2013/14 in the 

major markets of the UK and USA. If you are presenting a version 

of Holiday Wrap to your team and clients, what we suggest is that 

you use these as benchmarks, and then do some local research 

and line up the findings in your own market. Did your country or 

region fare better or worse? Were the category winners similar  

or not?

Our observations were that, while it's difficult to generalize, those 

retailers that won shared a well-defined positioning, a genuine 

'value' offer, a consistent communication, and strong integration 

of digital. And online was the engine of overall sales growth.
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PART THREE

UK...
Overall year on year sales:

November up 2%

December up 5.3% 

January up 4.3% 

Big Winner in the UK   

John Lewis

UK department store John Lewis 

continued to power through the holiday 

season, racking up a 7% rise in like-for-

like sales in the five weeks to December 

28th, with online up a whopping 22.6% 

and bricks and mortar store sales also 

rising by 1.2%. It's an omnichannel – or 

every channel - success story. As MD 

Andy Street said, "it's because of how 

we've got bricks and clicks to work 

hand in glove". In terms of where John 

Lewis won, sales surged in electrical 

goods, beauty products and clothing.

Some of the o ther winners

And those  no t so lucky...

Boux Avenue  ApparelLiberty  Department StoreJigsaw  ApparelFortnum & Mason  FoodMoss Bros  Apparel

Morrisons  SupermarketWH Smith  Books & StationeryMothercare  Baby & ChildTesco  SupermarketMarks & Spencer  General Merchandise
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PART THREE

USA...
Overall year on year sales:

November up 4.7% 

December up 4.1%  

January up 2.6%

Big Winner in the USA   

Amazon
In terms of sales, Amazon was a clear 

winner in the US, with what it called its 

"best ever" holiday quarter of US$25.59 

billion in revenue, up 23.8% on the year 

prior. On Cyber Monday, Amazon broke 

a record with 36.8 million items ordered 

(426 per second). Digital was big for 

Amazon in more ways than one - more 

than half of items purchased on Amazon 

during the holiday season were via a 

mobile device, and millions of Kindle 

e-readers and Kindle Fire tablets were 

sold (actual numbers not divulged). But 

was all that effort profitable? Out of the 

25 billion odd in sales, Amazon declared 

profits of just US$239 million.

Some of the o ther winners

And those  no t so lucky...

Walgreens  Pharmacy & DrugMacy's  Department StoreStein Mart  Boutique     
Department StoreUrban Outfitters  Fashion GroupRite Aid  Pharmacy & Drug

Sears  Department StoreAmerican Eagle  ApparelKmart  Discount     
Department StoreFamily Dollar  Dollar StoreCato  Apparel
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PART THREE

Holiday Wrap-Up 2013/14

1. Brighter, cheerier 2013 than 2012 - like for like sales were up

2. The trend for stronger holiday sales is increasing 

3. Digital dominated

It was a 'tablet holiday' - iPads and other devices  

were the hot 'toys'

It was the first mobile driven season for sales

Click & Collect took off and omnichannel was top of agenda

4. Discounting was rife, at the expense of margin - sales were 

vanity, profit sanity

5. The 'middle' continued to fail – niche players in fashion and 

other categories outperformed generalists
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Things to think 

about  for 2014/15

PART THREE

1. Different tactics are required to 

chase sales vs. profitability –  

which is it to be?

2. Consumers will spend if you have 

deep insights and laser sharp 

tactics 

3. 'Affordable indulgence'  

will continue to resonate

4. Mobile, mobile, mobile – make  

sure your sites are optimised and 

you are mobile commerce ready

5. Price on its own won't cut it –  

real 'value' is about service,  

quality of product, experience  

and (increasingly) convenience
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PART THREE

BRYAN ROBERTS
The Retail Holiday Season 

Retail Insights Director

If you did not see this live, you can now watch a recording of the webcast from the 23 January 2014 where David and Bryan discuss what happened in retail around the holiday season in 2013. They look at the winners and the losers and the key drivers of success. Watch this video for ideas on how to start planning for a successful holiday 2014. 

Click here to watch
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Australia:
Richard Kempsey Wunderman
Mat Norton JWT
Phil Beresford VML 
Matt Gillings PLAY, Sydney 
Catherine McDonald and Lucy  
GREY, Melbourne
Nichola Collier IdeaWorks, Sydney 
Miranda Bryce GPYR, Sydney 

Canada:
Lisa Jawork TNS Global
Katherine Barks Geometry Global 
Fanny Rabinovitch-Kuzmicki John St 

China:
Kunal Sinha Ogilvy & Mather Asia 
Pacific Shanghai
Lyndon Morant Mindshare Shanghai 
Monica Fund AGENDA Asia

Czech Republic:
Klara Zemanova Y&R  
Eva Vejvodova JWT

Dubai:
A.Khan Mec-mena HQ 

France:
Mathilde Audenaert Kantar Retail
Tudor Popa Kantar Retail

Germany:
Angela Katuz Scholtz and Friends 
NeuMarkt GmbH

Greece:
George Bozas Bold Ogilvy & Mather 

Holland:
Barnaby Maclaine VBAT, Amsterdam

India:
Vaibhav Katti Bates CHI & Partners, 
Mumbai

Israel:
Liat JWT

Japan:
Masanori Togawa DYR Tokyo
Ayumi Ejiri Y&R
Kentaro Kobayashi Dentsu Y&R

New Zealand:
Sarah Booth Y&R

Portgual:
Rita Xara-Brasil Ogilvy 
Joana Sepulveda JWT Lisbon

Russia:
Georgiy Belousov Mediacom

South Africa:
Stephen Renou Barrows Online 
Craig Haynes OgilvyOne Worldwide

South America:
C. Sola JWT, Ecuador 
Albano Neto Labstore, Brazil
Kurt Hold Barrows
Lic. Romina Miguez Y&R, Uruguay 
Sol Martin Grey Group, Argentina 
Andrea Hoces Millward Brown, 
Santiago 
Elana Yamaguchi Y&R Brazil
Renato Duo JWT, Brazil
Damian Rubens Labstore, Buenos Aires

Spain:
Victor Jorge SCORE Media

Sri Lanka:
Anne Perera Lanka Market Research 
Bureau 

Turkey:
Inci Bircan Y&R
 
Thailand:
Nathakarn Charastrakool  
Mindshare World, Bangkok

UK:
Victoria Smith Ogilvy
Allison Sims Mec Gobal 
Jorge De La Calva Matthew 
Williamson, London
Jack Smith Dialogue
Simon Falconer TNS Global
Jo McCarthy Geometry
Alex Hitchcock Ideal Insight
Amanda Harrison WPP
Margarita Ylla WPP

USA:
Kieley Taylor M80
Elyse Pachota Team Detroit
David Pollock Burrows
Michelle Schneir Y&R Group
Ann Strini Wunderman 
David Rivera Grey
Mary Alice Kennedy Y&R Group 
William Barnes Kantar Retail Market 
Insights
Gwen Morrison WPP
Leah Picardi Millward Brown Digital, 
Boston
Amanda Johnson Wunderman, 
Minneapolis
Leah Goldman Mindshare World
Chaz King Blast Radius
Richard Vietri Mindshare World 
Hillary Steinberg Y&R Group 
Rodger DiPasca Redfuse 
Communications, New York 

Thank you very much...
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